Today you will **LEARN:**

To develop your understanding of film language key concepts

**Why?**

This will lead to your understanding of a range of key media concepts.

**Progress will be demonstrated by showing**

You **understand** basic film language terminology.

You can **demonstrate** how film language terms are employed in analysis.

You can **reflect** on your understanding of key terms after successfully demonstrating their correct application in an analytical context.

**Fantastic Progress!!**

**Great Progress!**

**Good Progress**
Media - The Basics

• **Journals** out.
• **Ring Binders** out.
• Spend 10 minutes looking over the ‘**Film & TV Language**’ booklet. As a revision exercise, **annotate** and **highlight** the booklet for any terms you are unfamiliar with.
• We will then begin a series of key terminology **tests**. Please answer in **full sentences**.
• This is a test so **silent working**, please.